
Chapter 6: The Vedic Theory 

 

Question 1: How is it proved that Brahman is the nimitta karan (=efficient cause) of jagat? 

Answer: In the previous chapter, we inferred through anumana (=logic) that there must be an unchanging entity                 

which manifests as changing forms. This has been done on the basis of our experience of this particular vypati                   

(=pervasion) like gold and ornaments. Further, this unchanging entity must not be pratyaksha because everything               

pratyaksha is having changing forms. Thus, it is obvious that jagat has a non-pratyaksha unchanging cause which is                  

its swa-roop. This is named as Brahman and explained in BSB 1.1.2 as that entity from which this world emanates,                    

in which it sustains and into which it dissolves. 

Nimitta karana refers to that cause which makes upadan karana manifest as karya (=effect). Now nimitta karana has                  

to be a sentient entity like pot-maker. This sentient nimitta-karana of world, in which the initiative of creation of                   

jagat is seen, is Brahman. 

● Before the creation in each kalpa, there was only Brahman. He created the jagat as before. (धाता यथापवू�                  

अक�पयत ्  –   ऋ�वेद   १०.१९०.३ )  

● He desired - may I manifest in several ways.  (सोऽकामयत   बहु   �यां   �जायेये�त   –   त�ै�र�य   २.६.४ ) 

These pramanas from Shruti establish that Brahman is the nimitta karana of jagat. (That Brahman is nimitta karan of                   

jagat cannot be established by four pramanas. Recourse to Shruti is mandatory). 

 

Question 2: Why does the initiative for creation of jagat germinate in Brahman? 

Answer: The initiative for creation of jagat in the beginning of each kalpa arises in Brahman because of jivas. The                    

jivas of previous kalpa dissolved at the time of pralaya. But their karma remained in seed form. They need to enjoy                     

the karma-fala in this kalpa. Accordingly, initiative for creation germinates in Brahman despite it being not required                 

for Him, He being devoid of any desire. Just like father makes a toy for his crying child despite toy is not required                       

for him, similarly, Brahman also creates the world. Following are the Shruti pramanas for this:- 

● (In all Vedanta, the creation is taught to be caused by Ishwara. To create living beings in accordance with                   

the karmas alone done by the jivas is called the bestowing of results of Ishwara. (सव� वेदा�तषेु च ई�वर हेतकुा                    

एव   स�ृटयो   �यप�द�य�त.े   तदेव   च   ई�वर   फ़लहेत�ुवं   यत ्  �वकम�   अन�ुपा:   �जा:   सजृती�त ) BSB - 3.2.41 

● He created all forms, named them and is now calling them by names. (सवा��ण �पा�ण �व�च��य धीर: नामा�न                  

कृ�वाऽ�भवद�यदा�त े  –   त�ै�र�य   आर�यक   3.12 ) 

● He thought that He would create the worlds (स   ई�त   लोका�न ु  सजृा   इ�त   –   ऐतरेय   1.1.1 ) 

A question may arise as to what did He see (think) when He was alone. The answer is that He saw the                      

karmas of forthcoming jivas. It is similar to the architect seeing mentally the forthcoming creation. 

 

Question 3: How does Shruti explain that Brahman is the upadan-karan of jagat? 

  



Answer: The object which remains as itself and yet manifests in several forms is called the upadan karan. The                   

different forms are called the karya (=effect) of that upadan karan. This upadan karan alone is the swa-roopa of                   

karya. Therefore, the swa-roopa of jagat would be known only if we know the upadan karan of the jagat. We know                     

that Brahman is the nimitta karan of world. Question is, what material did Brahman to make this jagat. Shruti                   

answers that Brahman alone, which is the nimitta karana, is the upadan karana also. Shruti explains this fact both                   

directly as well as indirectly. 

● Direct exposition of Brahman as upadan karan 

o He desired - may I manifest in several ways. He became all these, whatever is here. (सोऽकामयत                 

बहु   �यां   �जायेये�त   …   स�यं   अभवत ्  य�ददं   �कं   च   –   त�ै�र�य   २.६.४ ) 

o Everything in front is Brahman. This entire world is Brahman. (��मवेैदं परु�तात.्. ��मवेैदं �व�वं –               

म�ुडक   २.२.११)  

● Indirect exposition of Brahman as upadan karan 

o What is that stuff, after knowing which, this entire thing is known (कि�म�नु भगवो �व�ाते सव��मदं                

�व�ातं   भवती�त   (म�ुडक   १.१.३)) 

▪ Just as plants arise from earth, this entire world arises from Akshar (यथा प�ृथ�यामोषधयः              

स�भवि�त,   तथा�रा�स�भवतीह   �व�वम(्म�ुडक   १.१.७)) 

o Have you heard of the teaching – after hearing which, the unheard become heard, the               

uncontemplated becomes contemplated and the unknown becomes known (तमादेशम�ा�यः येना�ुतं          

�ुतं   भव�यमतं   मतम�व�ातं   �व�ात�म�त(छा�दो�य   ६.१.३)) 

▪ Just as all effects of clay are known after knowing one clump of clay, similarly all effect                 

are distortions, mere names caused by speech. Clay alone is satya (यथा सो�यकेैन मिृ�प�डने              

सव�   म�ृमयं   �व�ातं   �या�वाचार�भणं   �वकारो   नामधेयं   म�ृ�के�येव   स�यम(्छा�दो�य   ६.१.४)) 

▪ This world was earlier Sat alone, one without a second (सदेव सो�येदम�            

आसीदेकमेवा��वतीयम ्  (छा�दो�य   ६.२.१)) 

It is only after the knowledge of the upadan karan that all the effects are known. Through all the above                    

quotes, only Brahman is sought to be explained by Shruti. Therefore, jagat has to be non-different from Brahman.  

It is through these direct and indirect description that Shruti explain Brahman as upadan karana. 

 

Question 4: What it the meaning of abhinna-nimitta-upadan-karan? 

Answer: Brahman is both upadan karan and nimitta karan of jagat. Therefore, Brahman is referred as                

abhinna-nimitta-upadan-karan. 

 

Question 5: Explain as to whether Brahman is the Antaryamin of jagat or upadan of jagat? 

Answer: Antaryami literally means ‘Inner controller’. The confusion regarding the antaryamitva and upadanatva of              

Brahman arises because of Taittiriya 2.6.6 which says तत ् स�ृ�वा त� एव अन�ुा�वशत ्. This indicates that Brahman is                  

  



mere nimitta and it created world from Prakriti, accepting it as upadan, and then subsequently entered into it. Thus,                   

it indicates that Brahman is antaryamin and jagat is definitely different from Brahman.  

This understanding is incorrect. This is akin to holding that Brahman entered in world just as water enters into wet                    

cloth. This is wrong due to following reasons:- 

● Water is different from cloth. Thus, Prakriti must be different from Brahman. But Shruti says सदेव                

सो�येदम�   आसीदेकमेवा��वतीयम ्  (छा�दो�य   ६.२.१) 

● Shruti says स�यं अभवत ् य�ददं �कं च – त�ै�र�य २.६.४. Whatever is out here is Brahman alone. Now, water does                    

not become cloth when it enters cloth. If Brahman enters from outside in karya, then it cannot become                  

karya. Therefore, this understanding is incorrect. 

● Taittiriya 2.1.1 says that Brahman is infinite स�यं �ानं अन�तं ��म . If karya jagat is different from Brahman,                  

then Brahman will not be there in karya. And thus, it will not be infinite and everywhere. 

● Mundaka Upanishad says ��मवेैदं �व�वं सम�तं . Now none says that ornament is goldsmith. Or pots are                

pot-maker. Thus also, this particular understanding is incorrect. 

Thus, it is clear that Brahman has entered this world not as water in the cloth. Then how exactly has It entered? How                       

to understand the Taittiriya Mantra 2.6.6?  

Just as gold has entered in ornaments. Karya is brimming with upadan karan. And therefore, upadan Brahman alone                  

is Antaryami. It is actually upadan karan, but from the drishti of upadhi (=limiting adjunct), it is called Antaryamin.  

Question 6: Describe vacharambhana, vikara and naamdheya? 

Answer: Shruti states that one knows everything by knowing Brahman. But this does not appear correct because                 

knowledge of one object does not give rise to knowledge of other object. However, the knowledge of upadan karan                   

is different. The karya is not different from upadan karan. The knowledge of upadan karan itself is called the                   

knowledge of karya. So, if one gets the knowledge of upadan karan, he gets the knowledge of all karyas. The                    

relationship between karya and its upadan karan is like the relationship between drishtant - darshtantik (analogy and                 

the issue to explain which the analogy is used). 

How exactly? 

Like the problem of multiplication. One can learn method of multiplication by solving a few problems. Now, if you                   

know as to how to multiply, then despite not knowing the infinite problems of multiplications which may be there,                   

you don’t say that you don’t know the answer. There may be different problems like 8*3 or 19*73 etc. But one who                      

knows the method of multiplication knows them all. 

Or one can know the cow-ness from one cow. And then he can know all cows, be it red, white, black, tall or short. 

  



These different particular problems of multiplications or different cows are thus mere names. They are called                

naam-dheya. These individual problems/cows, which are naam-dheya, are examples supporting speech required to             

make multiplication and cow-ness known. And hence these individual specific instances are also called              

vacharambhana - वाचार�भणं वागार�भणं वागाल�बन�म�येतत ् (छाँदो�य ६।१।४). Since these are the distortions of upadan              

karan, these are also called vikara. So vikara, naam-dheya and vacharambhana are same karya. 

So what is the use of karya? 

Karya jagat is like infinite individual cows. Upadan karan Brahman is like cow-ness. The individual karya, vikara, is                  

a mere name, naam-dheya supporting speech required to make cow-ness, upadan karan known and is thus                

vacharambhanam. We can know upadan karan through karya alone like we cannot know cow-ness without knowing                

an individual cow. 

Brihadaranyak Shruti says in 2.5.19 य�द �ह नाम�पे न �या��येत,े तदा अ�य आ�मनो �न�पा�धकं �पं ��ानघना�यं न                 

��त�यायेत . That is, if name and forms were not distinguished, then the upadhi-less nature of Atman, which is known                   

as prajnan-ghan, would not have been known. 

Therefore Chhandogya Shruti says in 6.4.1 that all pots etc are vikara, naam-dheya and vacharambhanam. Only the                 

clay alone is truth. यथा   सो�यकेैन   मिृ�प�डने   सव�   म�ृमयं   �व�ातं   �या�वाचार�भणं   �वकारो   नामधेयं   म�ृ�के�येव   स�यम।् 

(P.S. One should note that upadan karan of cows is not cow-ness and yet this example is quoted. The point here is                      

that relationship between “knowledge of upadan karan” and “knowledge of karya” is like “knowledge of cow-ness”                

and “knowledge of individual cows”) 

Thus, the karya jagat may have different purposes from vyavharik-drishti but from parmarthik-drishti, it does not                

have anymore purpose than to indicate Brahman, the upadan karan of jagat.  

Question 7: What are the two types of karya? What is the difference between them? 

Answer: There are two types of karya, one which is destroyed and another, which is not destroyed. In case of karya                     

pot, there are two pots. One pot (s-pot) is spoken by Shruti which is not-different from clay. Another pot (l-pot) is                     

referred by logicians which is different from clay. This l-pot is like the mirror image of s-pot. This mirror image                    

looks like s-pot but it has no clay in it. The l-pot is one which is destroyed. The s-pot is never destroyed. The l-pot is                         

referred as vacharambhanam, vikara, naam-dheya. The s-pot always remains. This l-pot is later rejected as               

avidya-kalpit. This l-pot is independent of clay. There is no clay in it. But the s-pot always remains. During                   

manifestation of pot, the clay manifests as s-pot. And at the time of dissolution of pot, the s-pot does not get                     

destroyed but it exists as clay. So the s-pot is (one with clay➔appears different from clay➔one with clay) during                   

(before manifestation➔during manifestation➔after manifestation). The l-pot, on the other hand, does not contain             

  



clay and hence, before and after manifestation, it is simply non-existent and during manifestation it merely appears                 

as existent but is actually non-existent being without clay (there can be no pot without clay). So the l-pot is                    

(non-existent➔appears as existent➔non-existent) during (before manifestation➔during manifestation➔after       

manifestation).  

Question 8: Analyze the ananyatva (=non-difference) relationship between karya and karan? 

Answer: Karya is not different from karan (=Former Half) but karan is different from karya (=Latter Half). This is                   

mentioned by Shri Shankara in BSB 2.1.9 अन�य�वेऽ�प काय�कारणयोः, काय��य कारणा�म�वम ्, न त ुकारण�य काया��म�वम ् .         

This means that despite having non-difference between karya and karan, karya is karan-atmak but karan in not                 

karya-atmak. The same logic is extended and the FH and LH are reproduced as follows:- 

Jagat is not different from Brahman BUT Brahman is different from Jagat. 

 

Question 9: Why is karya not different from karan? 

Answer: If karan is not there, then karya cannot at all exist. If gold (=karan) is not there, ornament (=karya) cannot                     

be there at all. If H2O (=karan) is not there, water (=karya) cannot be there at all. Karya is dependent on karan for its                        

existence. That is why karya is non-different from karan. 

 

Question 10: Why is karan different from karya? 

Answer: Karan continues to exist even if karya is destroyed. Gold continues to exist even if ornament is destroyed.                   

H2O continues to exist even if ice has melted. Thus, karan is different from karya. 

 

Question 11: How is it proved that karya is not different from karan during dissolution? 

Answer: The word karya mentioned in the FH and LH have different meanings. Karya mentioned in FH shall                  

hereinafter be referred by KFH. Karya mentioned in LH shall be referred as KLH. The question is with respect to the                     

KFH and not KLH. The KLH is different from karan and hence the question would be improper. Now, the KFH is                     

not different from karan at all time. The question relates as to how karya is non-different from karan during                   

dissolution. Now, karya exists during manifestation because it is perceived. Then it must exist during dissolution                

also, because there is no destruction of the existent. This is just as there is no coming about of non-existent. Thus,                     

the existent karya must be there during dissolution. How? Karya remains as one with karan during dissolution.  

Then, is karya not one with karan during manifestation (=non-dissolution)? 

It is one with karan even during manifestation also. Just that it appears as different from karan during                  

manifestation. 

 

Question 12: How can it be proved during manifestation that karan is different from karya? 

  



Answer: The question is with respect to the KLH because only the KLH is different from karan. The question                   

would be improper for KFH because KFH is non-different from karan. The KLH is like the mirror image of KFH.                    

So, it is like the mirror image of ornament. The ornament is the KFH. The mirror image of ornament is KLH. It is                       

obviously different from gold (=karan) because the mirror image has no gold in it.  

Thus, it is proved that even during manifestation, karan is different from karya (=KLH). (The KFH is not different                   

from karan in all periods of time). 

 

Question 13: What is the difference between ananyatva (=non-difference) during manifestation and            

ananyatva during dissolution? 

Answer: Karya-karan-ananyatva is there in FH. For the LH, there is no ananyatva. The karya and karan are different                   

there. Thus, the question pertains to difference in ananyatva of karya-karan of FH between dissolution and                

manifestation. 

KFH is never different from karan, either during manifestation or during dissolution. However, during              

manifestation, it appears as-if different from karan. During dissolution, however, it is one with karan. Therefore,                

karya is born, actually means, karya has started appearing differently. Karya is lost, actually means, that which was                  

appearing differently became one with karan. The relevant quotations are as under:- 

● �ागु�प�ेः अ�याकृतनाम�पभेदमा�मभतूमा�मकैश�द��ययगोचरं जगत ् इदानीं    

�याकृतनाम�पभेद�वादनेकश�द��ययगोचरमा�मकैश�द��ययगोचरं चे�त �वशषेः (ऐतरेय १.१.१) – The jagat, which was          

the subject of ( =referable by) only one shabd-pratyay namely ‘atman’ before creation having unmanifested               

names and forms, the same jagat is now referable by several shabd-pratya and also atman shabd-pratyay.                

And this is so due to manifestation of name and forms.  

● यथवै ह�दानीमपीदं काय� कारणा�मना सत ्, एवं�ागु�प�ेरपी�त ग�यत े; न ह�दानीमपीदं काय� कारणा�मानम�तरेण �वत��मेवा

ि�त (��म स�ू २.१.७) - Just as this karya is existent now as karan only, similarly it was existent before                    

creation as karan only. Independent of karan, karya is not existent even now. 

● यथा च कारणं ��म ��ष ुकालेष ुस�वं न �य�भचर�त, एवं काय�म�प जगि��ष ुकालेष ुस�वं न �य�भचर�त । (��म स�ू २.१.१६) –     

Just as karan Brahm always exist in all three periods of time, similarly the karya jagat also always exists in                    

all three periods of time.  

● काया�कारोऽ�प कारण�या�मभतू एव, अना�मभतू�यानार�य�वात ् (��म स�ू २.१.१८) – Even the shape of karya also is            

having the swaroop of karan because without swaroop of karan, it would never have come into existence. 

● न च �वशषेदश�नमा�णे व��व�य�वं भव�त ; न�ह देवद�ः स�को�चतह�तपादः �सा�रतह�तपाद�च �वशषेणे ��यमानोऽ�प व��व

�य�वं ग�छ�त (��म स�ू २.१.१८) – Just because of specific manifestation of an object, the object does not                 

become different. Devdatta having hands and legs folded is not different from Devdatta having stretched               

hands and feet despite specifically being seen so. 

 

  



Thus, basically karan is the atman of karya. The relationship of karya (KFH) and karan is that of tadatmya.                   

��मवा�दनः कथ�म�त चेत ्, न ; त�यतादा��यल�णस�ब�धोपप�ेः (BSB 2.2.38). Therefore, the knowledge of a        

Brahmavadin, despite seeing the specific manifestation of particulars which are not there in swaroop of Brahman,                

that karya is non-different from karan is never negated. That is what tadatmya is called bheda-sahishnu-abheda i.e.                 

the non-difference which can endure difference.    

 

Question 14: What is the view of logicians about karya? 

Answer: According to logicians, karya is having the relation of samavaya (inherence) with karan. This karya, which                 

is referred in LH, is non-existent before and after manifestation and is existent during manifestation. It does not have                   

tadatmya relation with karan. It is this karya which is like the mirror image and is referred as l-pot in the answer to                       

question 7. This karya alone is rejected as avidya-kalpit and held as non-existent by Acharya. 

 

Question 15: What is the view of Shruti about karya? 

Answer: The karya as per Shruti is KFH. This karya is s-pot of question 7. This always exists. Before and after                     

manifestation, this KFH is one with karan. During manifestation, though it is one with karan, it appears as different                   

from Brahman. However, it is always existent unlike l-pot which is never existent though appears as if existent                  

during manifestation. 

 

Question 16: What is tadatmya relation? 

Answer: Karan is the atman of karya (=KFH). This relationship of being atman of karya is called tadatmya                  

sambandha. BSB 2.2.38 mentions it. This relationship enables the Brahmavadin to see the non-difference of karya                

with karan despite seeing the specific particulars of karya which are not there in karan by swaroop. Therefore, this                   

tadatmya relation is also called as bheda-sahishnu-abhed.  

 

Question 17: What is the relation of karan-shakti with karya and karan? 

Answer: Karan-shakti refers to a shakti which is there in karan which ‘produces’ karya during manifestation. This                 

definition presumes that karya is non-existent before and after manifestation. Such karya has to be non-existent even                 

during manifestation. This will also postulate that karya, which was abhava before manifestation, came into being                

from nowhere. This is prohibited by Chhandogya Shruti 6.2.2 by saying as to how can something existent come out                   

of nothing. Mandukya Karika also says in 3.28 that a son of barren woman can never be born either actually or                     

through Maya. Thus, there is no room to accept such karan-shakti which ‘produces’ karya during manifestation.                

Vedanta does not accept such karan-shakti. 

However, the shakti which Vedanta accepts, which is also a karan-shakti, has following features and is                

known by the name of Maya:- 

  



● Karya is not different from Shakti. 

● Shakti is not different from Karan. 

The relevant quotes are as under:- 

● त�मा�कारण�या�मभतूा शि�तः, श�त�ेचा�मभतूं काय�म ्(BSB   2.1.18) 

● सा शि�तः ��मवै अहम ्, शि�तशि�तमतोः अन�य�वात ्   (Gita   Bhashya   14.27) 

● मम �वभतूा मद�या माया   (Gita   Bhashya   14.3) 

● या   मलू�कृ�तर�यपुग�यत,े   तदेव   च   नो   ��मे�य�वरोधः   (BSB   2.3.9) 

 

Question 18: Prove logically that the karya mentioned in LH is always non-existent and karya mentioned in                 

FH is always existent? 

Answer: The karya mentioned in FH is non-different from karan. Let us call it KFH. Karya mentioned in LH is                    

different from karan. Let us call it KLH. The problem asks us to prove logically that KFH is always existent and                     

KLH is always non-existent.  

It is obvious that both KFH and KLH have manifestation and dissolution. During manifestation, it is                

obvious that karya appears as karya. However, there can be a dispute as to whether it is one with karan or not.                      

Therefore, during manifestation, the possibilities are:- 

1. Karya is in the form of karan. 

2. Karya is not in the form of karan. 

Similarly, during dissolution, the possibilities are:- 

3. Karya is in the form of karya. 

4. Karya is not in the form of karya. 

Now the KFH is non-different from karan. Even during manifestation it is certainly karan alone. So, for                 

KFH, during manifestation the choice will be 1.  

KLH, on the other hand, is different from karan. However, one can say with certainty that during                 

dissolution, it is not in the form of karya. Otherwise, there is no meaning of dissolution. So, the choice for KLH,                     

during dissolution is 4. The same can be pictorially represented as follows:- 

  KFH KLH 

Manifestatio
n 

1 √ ˚ 
2 × ˚ 

Dissolution 
3 ˚ × 
4 ˚ √ 

 

  



As of now, only this much can be said with certainty. The problem remains to fill up the rest four places for                      

which, there can be following combinations. One has to bear in mind that choice of 1 automatically results into                   

denial of 2 and vice versa. Also, choice of 3 results into rejection of 4 and vice versa.  

We will have to choose one among them:- 

  KFH KLH    KFH KLH 

Manifestatio
n 

1 √ √  
Manifestation 

1 √ × 

2 × ×  2 × √ 

Dissolution 
3 √ ×  

Dissolution 
3 √ × 

4 × √  4 × √ 

         
  I     II  

 

Now, both I and II posit 3 for KFH during dissolution. That is, both I and II say that KFH is in the form of                         

karya during dissolution. The same is absurd because if KFH remains in the form of karya, then dissolution itself is                    

not possible. Thus, we don’t have to look at KLH and we can simply reject these two combinations. 

 

The next two possibilities then are as under:- 

  KFH KLH    KFH KLH 

Manifestatio
n 

1 √ √  
Manifestatio

n 

1 √ × 
2 × ×  2 × √ 

Dissolution 
3 × ×  

Dissolution 
3 × × 

4 √ √  4 √ √ 
         
  III     IV  

 

If we consider the possibility III, then it says that KLH during manifestation is having 1 i.e. the KLH during                    

manifestation is in the form of karan. That would be incorrect because we have seen that KLH is like mirror image.                     

It is different from karan. So, during manifestation, 1 can never be applicable to KLH. 

Thus, we are left with only option IV which is the correct indicator of reality about KFH and KLH. Let us                     

examine as to what it states:-  

  



● KFH, during manifestation, is in the form of karan. (a) 

● KFH, during dissolutions, is not in the form of karya. (b) 

● KLH, during manifestation, is not in the form of karan. (c) 

● KLH, during dissolution, is not in the form of karya. (d) 

A conjoint reading of (a) and (b) reveals that KFH during dissolution, if it is not in the form of karya then,                      

has to be in the form of karan. 

A conjoint reading of (c) and (d) reveals that KLH in not existent as karan during manifestation, as against                   

the perception, and it is not existent as either karan or karya during dissolution. The unassailable conclusion,                 

therefore, is that KLH is always non-existent despite the apparent perception of existence during manifestation. 

Thus, it is logically proven that KFH follows the Shruti सत ् एव सौ�य इदम ् अ� आसीत ् and is thus                   

always existent while KLH is plainly non-existent in all periods of time.   

 

Question 19: Why at all this elaborate proof is required when it is quite obvious that a karya which is                    

independent of karan can never exist? It is obviously clear that KLH can never exist. 

Answer: It is obvious only when the karya and karan are both directly perceptible together and hence can be known                    

through pratyaksha, as is the case of gold and ornament. However, it is not quite obvious when the karan is not                     

pratyaksha but only karya is pratyaksha, as it the case of jagat and Brahman. There may be a room of discussion that                      

this world can be related to any other thing than Brahman. BSB 1.1.2 sees this and states                 

स�त ह�ि��य�वषय�वे ��मणः, इदं ��मणा स�ब�ध ंकाय��म�त ग�ृयेत । काय�मा�मेव त ुग�ृयमाणम ्—�कं ��मणा स�ब
�धम ्? �कम�येन केन�च�वास�ब�धम ्?—इ�त न श�यं �न�चेतमु.् It is a matter of fact that the ignorant imagine jagat            

to be independent of Brahman. Other philosophers too hypothesize different imaginations about jagat. That is why                

this elaborate proof is required.  

 

 

  


